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By Anna Von Reitz

The so-called "New Republic" is a fraud sponsored by the French Government in an effort to paper over its liability for failure to control and maintain oversight of the IMF corporation which it chartered. That's why I call it the Neu Republique.

The IMF was chartered by the French Government and allowed to spin off the UNITED STATES (INC.) which was in turn allowed to run rampant over the American people and the entire rest of the world. That is the fault of the French Government.

Now the same guilty French Government has "offered" to create another "government" for us---- in reality, another governmental services corporation---and the only reason they are making this offer is so that they can suppress by force our demands that they be held accountable for their mismanagement of the IMF and the UNITED STATES.

We have said, "Thanks, but no thanks. We have made other arrangements, but you are welcome to go home now and contemplate your sins and omissions."

We have not been happy or well-served by the IMF or the now insolvent UNITED STATES acting as our governmental services corporation. Both organizations have been operated as criminal syndicates on our shores and have liberally abused us and run up odious debts in our names and terrorized other nations in our names, so we have cause to refuse any offer from the French Government to act as Successor to Contract and we have done so.

Please help put the kibosh on their "feel good" propaganda. It's all just more self-interested crappola from international banking interests, all foreign, all unrelated to the actual American government.

We have already provided our Sovereign Letters Patent and our Joint Declaration of Sovereignty making the Indigenous Nations our "federal" partners upholding our actual Constitution and the official Successor to Contract. Any organization offering such services otherwise is here merely on a for-hire basis and working without a contract and is required to honor every jot of our public and organic law while doing it.
We are tired of meddling, criminality, and incompetence whether British or French and we have said so in terms clear enough to be understood by the UN Security Council, Pope Francis and Queen Bess.

Judge Anna
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